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Lincat V7 Silverlink 600 Electric Free-standing Oven - Larger size

  View Product 

 Code : V7

  
 50% OFF   Sale 

£3,821.00

£1,910.99 / exc vat
£2,293.19 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - 3 Working Days delivery

 - Next Working Day delivery - £42.50 + £42.50

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

Cook with confidence with the Silverlink 600 Electric
Oven range, which comes with a large capacity fan
assisted oven for increased productivity, superior
heat distribution and reduced cooking times.

Ideal for restaurants, takeaways or pubs, the oven, which
accommodates 1/1 GN dishes and boasts a rapid cool
down feature, guarantees excellent performance and
optimum efficiency operating from a 13A plug.

Size
Unit Height Width Depth

Mm 674 750 600

Cm 67.4 75 60

Inches
(approx)

26 29 23

 Large capacity fan assisted oven for increased

productivity. Ideal for use in restaurants, takeaways or

pubs

 Excellent performance and optimum efficiency

operating from a 13A plug

 Fan assisted oven for superior heat distribution and

reduced cooking times

 Rapid cool down feature

 Accommodates 1/1 gastronorms

 Four shelf positions with two removable shelves

 Able to support Silverlink 600 counter top units such

as boiling tops, bains marie, griddles and work tops

 Stainless steel interior with radiused corners and

removable side shelf supports for easy cleaning

Power Type : 611

Power Supply : 613

Material : Stainless Steel
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